
Wardrobe Audit  - this wardrobe audit is completely anonymous - we just want to 

find out how we think all and act when it comes to clothes. Each country should ask 26 

students to take part in the audit. Thank you.  

We would be very grateful if teachers also fill out the form. Please don't be shy :-) 

Teacher/ Student:________  Country:_________________           Male/Female:________

  

 

 

 

 

 

Question True False 
1. Up until now I have never thought about "where" my clothes 

come from (country, working conditions for employees...) 
  

2. Up until now getting a good deal when buying clothes has been 
important to me. 

 

  

3. I am just as happy to buy/receive second-hand clothes. 
 

  

4. Up until now labels/brand names have been important to me. 

• If the answer is yes, please state , briefly, why: 

 
 

 

  

5. Underline your reply here: I "need" to buy a new item of clothes 
within- 

• one month/two months/three months/less often/more often 
 

  

 

 

 

Clothing Item Number of items 
Shoes/sandals/runners/boots  

Jeans  

Trousers  

Shirts/blouses  

"Going out clothes" (dresses/skirts/pants/tops...)  

T-shirts  

Long sleeved tops  

Jumpers/pullovers/cardigans  

Jackets/coats  

Caps/Hats   

Other - please write what it/they are:......................................  



My favourite clothes … Write down the origin (brand) of your favourite items in this 

table below. If it has no recognisable brand-name please write "no-name" in the box. 

Item Brand name Brand name Brand name 

Underwear    

Swimwear    

T-shirt    

Top    

Trousers    

Jeans 
 

   

Skirt /Dress    

Shoes/Boots    

Runners 
 

   

Sweater    

Shirt/Blouse    

Jacket    

Cap/ Hat  
 

  

Other: 
 

   

 

 

 

And Finally, hygiene products, creams & make-up: 

Question: Reply: 
1. Have you spent any time reading the boxes/tubs/tubes of creams, 

shower gels, etc.  to check for dangerous ingredients? 
 

2. Do you try to buy organic (-bio) makeup/moisturiser/shower 
gel/shampoo  when possible? 

 

3. Were you aware that a lot of makeup & moisturisers have carcinogenic 
(-cancer-giving) ingredients? 

 

4. How much do you spend on makeup and moisturisers in a year (just 
give a roundabout amount) 

 

 

Lastly: If you have old jeans - please bring them to                                                                            

Hamburg in May :-) 

"Thank you" say 11L and students from grade 9 :-) 


